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INTRODUCTION. 
In this paper we fix an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary charac- 
teristic. By a curve we mean a proper irreducible reduced finite type k- 
scheme of dimension one. The genus of a curve means the genus of its non- 
singular model. 
DEFINITION 1. We say a unibranch singular point p of a curve C is of 
type d, if dim, 8,,,/8,,P = d, where 8c+, is the normalization of b,,,. 
The purpose of this paper is to construct the global moduli space of 
equisingular curves of given genus whose singularities are all unibranch. 
Here “equisingular” means fixing the following data: 
(1) number r of singular points, 
(2) set of types d, , dz ,..., d, of singular points. 
As a matter of fact, we will prove the following theorem in Sections 3 
and 4. 
THEOREM. For an integer g > 2 and an ordered set of positive integers 
Cd,, d, ,...I d,), define the contravariant functor Mg,d,,...,d, from the category 
of reduced Noetherian k-schemes to the category of sets as follows. For a 
reduced Noetherian k-scheme S, let -HE,,,,...,,,(S) be the set of isomorphism 
classes of diagrams 
r 
y g I\ (i = 1, 2,..., r) 
r+S 
ui 
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over S, where 
(i) if: r+ S is a smooth family of curves of genus g, 
(ii) 71: r+ S is a flat family of curves, 
(iii) ?toy=f, 
(iv) ui, ~7~ (i = 1, 2 ,..., r) are disjoint sections of n, ir, respectively, and 
ui=yodrforanyi, 
(v) for every point s of S, the singular locus of r, is the set 
pJ,(s),..., o,(s)} where oi(s) is a unibranch singular point of type di for any - 
i = 1, 2 ,..., r, and y,: T, + r, is the resolution of singularities whose 
restriction Fs - u ai + T, - Uai(s) is an isomorphism. 
Then there exists a coarse moduli for LH8,dl,.,,,d, and the moduli space is a 
connected reduced quasi-projective k-scheme. 
Here we recall the terminology “coarse moduli.” A k-scheme M and a 
morphism q from the functor Jg,d,,...d, to the functor h,(*) = Hom(a, M) 
represented by M is called a coarse moduli for Jg,dl,...,d, if 
(1) rl(Sw kb% ,,..., d, (Spec k) + h,(Spec k) is an isomorphism, 
(2) given a reduced Noetherian k-scheme N and any morphism w 
from -J&d ,,‘.‘, d, to the representable functor h,, there is the unique 
morphism x: h, --f h, such that w = x o q. 
1. MODULI OF SUBRINGS OF A NORMALLY FLAT ALGEBRA 
In our earlier paper [3], we get the fine moduli space of all subrings of 
fixed colength of a local ring and see the connectedness of the space. In this 
section we develop its relative version which will be used in the proof of the 
theorem. 
DEFINITION 2. For a Noetherian k-scheme S, we call the diagram 
0, 2:: 8 of quasi-coherent @,-algebras satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) a normally 
flat deformation of local rings on S. 
(9 u*orr*=id@, 
(ii) denote Ker u*I by 3, then gry(8) is a flat @,-module, and 
(iii) for any point s of S, b@,, k(s) is a local ring with the maximal 
ideal 7 Ops k(s). 
DEFINITION 3. Fix a normally flat deformation of local rings @,F’tE: 8 
and integers d > 0, s > 0. For a Noetherian S-scheme S’, define X$$(S’) to 
be the set of subalgebras B of 8 @es b,, which contain 7’ @es d,, with 
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8 @8s B,JB being locally free b,,-modules of rank d. And for an S- 
morphismf: S’ + S”, define s’$$df) to be the map which sends an element 
of X$$(S”) to the pull-back sheaf of it in sT$$(S’). 
Note that SrbIs d,s is a contravariant functor from the category of 
Noetherian S-schemes to the category of sets. 
PROPOSITION 1. F$$ is representable by a projective scheme over S. 
Proof: There is the minimum element in the set {closed subscheme 2 of 
Grassd(8/Ts), where B adcrass b, is an ez-subalgebra of 8Bo,,@,}, 
where B is the universal subsheaf on Grassd(@/Z”) (cf. Lemma 2 in [3]). 
This minimum element is our representing scheme. 
DEFINITION 4. The representing scheme of Proposition 1 is denoted by 
Terd1”(8/S). 
PROPOSITION 2. The reduced structure of Terd1”(8/S) does not depend 
on s, if s > 2d. 
ProoJ: Since Y$$ is a su-bfunctor of Eels d,s for s > 2d, there is the 
canonical immersion i: Terd72d(@/S) -+ Terd*‘(6/S). If we restrict i on a fibre 
of a closed point s of s, we have a bijective immersion 
Terd*2d(8 a4 k(s)) + Terdqs(8 @8s k(s)) by Proposition 2 of [3]. Therefore 
i is a bijectivl immersion. 
Remark 1. For S-scheme S’, let R& be the set of all subalgebras p of 
8 Bps Fy,, whose quotient 8 @OS @,,/d are locally free b,,-modules of 
rank d. Then X5,, is a contravariant functor from the category of S-schemes 
to the category of sets. The reduced scheme of Proposition 2, which we will 
denote by terd(z/S), is the representing scheme of the functor which is the 
restriction of Srsls to the subcategory consisting of all reduced Noetherian 
S-schemes. 
Remark 2. Especially if F s 2;: 8 is a normally flat deformation of 
descrete valuation rings and if S is reduced, then terd(8/S) is a locally 
trivial fibre space on S with the tibre ter”(k[[x]]). In fact, let {Vi} be an 
open covering such that 8/3’2d IUi is a free @,-module, then 
terd((8] Vi)/Ui) = terd((8/Zzd)/Ui) = terd((k[ x]]/(xzd)) ok erri) 
= terd(k[ xl]) x U,. 
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2. A CERTAIN FUNCTORIAL PROPERTY OF STABILITY 
Let G be a geometrically reductive algebraic group over k acting on a k- 
scheme X. We say a closed point x of X to be properly stable by the action 
of G if (i) there is a G-invariant a&e open neighbourhood U of x, (ii) for 
any closed point y of U the morphism p,, : G -+ U defined by ,u,( g) = ,u( g, y) 
is proper, where ,u: G x X -+ X is the action of G on X. When all points of X 
are properly stable, X is called a properly G-stable variety. By [4], a 
properly G-stable variety has the geometric quotient by G. 
Assume G acts on two varieties Y, X and f: Y+ X is a G-linear 
morphism. Consider the problem “when the proper stability of X can be 
lifted to Y.” Iff is an affine morphism, this problem is trivially true. In this 
section we consider the case f is a projective morphism, which will be 
effective in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let P and X be two k-schemes and assume that G acts 
on them. Let f: P-r X be a projective G-linear morphism. Assume X is 
properly stable and there exists an f-ample G-linearized invertible sheaf on P. 
Then P is also properly stable. If X/G is quasi-projective, so is P/G. 
ProoJ: We may suppose that X is afftne and px : G-+X is proper for any 
closedpointxEX.Let~:GxX~X,~‘:GxP~PbeactionsofGonX,P 
respectively. If we put S = T(G, eG), then by the existence of an f-ample G- 
linearized invertible sheaf, there is a graded @,-algebra & and a grade 
preserving homomorphism p’ *: J+S@,&‘such that P=Proj.s/ and,u’* 
gives the action of G on P. If we put V = Spec J/, then p’ * also gives an 
action of G on V. Denote the zero section of V by 2. Then Z is an invariant 
closed subscheme of V and the canonical projections rr: V - Z + P and 
g: I/+X are G-linear. For any closed point p of P, pfu,, =f o & is proper. 
So by [2, II, 5.4.31, u; is also proper, and a fortiori any orbit O(p) is closed 
in P. Similarly, any orbit in V is closed. Now we have only to show the 
existence of an invariant atTine open neighbourhood of each point p of P. For 
any point p of P, take a point p* of V lying over p. Then Z n 0( p*) = $, 
and so there is an invariant function F* on V such that F* = 0 on Z and 
F* # 0 on O(p*) (cf. [5, Lemma 3.31). Since T(V, 8”) = P(X, &‘), we can 
write down as F* = Ft, + F$ + . .. + Fc where F$ is a homogeneous 
element of P(X, JJ) of degree k, for each i. The equation F* = 0 on Z 
implies that all ki are positive. On the other hand there is at least one ki 
satisfying Fx(p*) # 0. Let F be the section of @Jk,) corresponding to such 
function. We now get an invariant affine open neighbourhood PF of p. The 
second assertion is checked by using stability of X with respect o a G-linear 
invertible sheaf. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let f: P + X be a blowing up with a G-invariant center. 
Assume X is properly stable. Then P is also properly stable. 
Proof The O,-ideal of the exceptional divisor is anf-ample G-linearized 
invertible sheaf. 
COROLLARY 2. Let f: P + X be a G-linear projective bundle over a k- 
scheme X. Assume X is properly stable. Then P is also properly stable. 
Proof Let n be the dimension of the tibre off, then (A” OPIX)-’ is an f- 
ample G-linearized invertible sheaf. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODULI SPACE 
In this section we will construct a coarse moduli scheme of the theorem 
noted in the Introduction. Before beginning the construction, we prepare 
some results contained in [ 1,4]. 
PROPOSITION 4. For any integer v > 3, g > 2, and r > 1, take an integer 
n to be v(2g - 2) -g. Then the following functor .Y from the category of 
Noetherian k-schemes to the category of sets is representable by a quasi- 
projective k-scheme; For a Noetherian k-scheme S, define F(S) to be the sets 
of commutative diagrams 
n 
\I 
P2 (i = l,..., r) 
Oi 
S 
where 
(i) z: C + S is a smooth family of curves of genus g, 
(ii) the invertible sheaf on C induced by a,(l) is isomorphic to 
R,,, @pF 9, for a suitable invertible sheaf 9 on S, 
(iii) for every geometric point s of S, thefibre C, of C over s spans the 
projective space Ip i, 
(iv) u, ,..., or are sections of n and disjoint to each other. 
Let us denote the representing scheme by Zg,r. Note that the action of 
PGL(n) on Ip” induces an action on G?~,~. 
PROPOSITION 5. Zg,, is an irreducible reduced non-singular k-scheme. 
And there exists the geometric quotient Z’JPGL(n) which is quasi- 
projective and the coarse moduli scheme of non-singular curves of genus g 
with r-ordered points. 
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Construction. For the simplification of notation we write R instead of 
Rh,r* Let ?Y i$.Z(i= l,..., r) be the universal family on Z. For each i we 
define a sheaf bi on A? by T(U, ai) = npsu ey,zi(p), where U is an open 
subset of 3. Note that this intersection is defined in the function field of 53’ 
which is irreducible and reduced. Then ?i is a quasi-coherent FF,algebra - - 
and n and ,?Yi induce a normally flat deformation ezZ# Fpi of discrete 
valuation rings. Moreover we can easily check that (0’,), = eu,ricp, for any 
p E 37 Denote terdi(ei/AY) by 6 and the tibre product a, xx-.. x,gr by 
g. In the following we will introduce an action of PGL(n) on K which is 
compatible with the action on R. Let p: PGL(n) x R-* 3 define the action 
of PGL(n) on R, then 
pu*& =p2*& for i = l,..., r, (1) 
where p2: PGL(n) x R-+R is the projection to the second factor. 
Because PGL(n) X %’ N (PGL(n) X R) X, % and PGL(n) X Zi(Z) N 
(PGL(n) X 3) X, Zi(R)* 
Let vi : Ki + Z be the structural morphism, & : PGL(n) X & + 6 be the 
projection, and e c @ @ pz&-i be the universal subalgebra on 6. Then we 
get that pf(e @ flgi-i) =dTvFc = (1 x vi)* p#, where the last term is 
isomorphic to (1 x vi)* ,u*@ by Eq. (1). So the subring p: 6 of 
~7:(8~ @ &-i) gives a subring of (1 x vi)* ,U *@ which is an element of 
,F$,x(PGL(n) x q), where PGL(n) x 6 is considered as R-scheme by the 
morphism ~(1 X vi). Since .F$,,-* is representable by 6, this subring 
corresponds to an R-morphism ,ui :PGL(n) X 6 -+ 5. Notice that 
v/~o~~=P(~ xvi), so ,ui is an action of PGL(n) on 5 which is compatible 
with the one on Z. From {pi} we obtain an action fi of PGL(n) on K which 
is compatible with the one on J? Our assertion is that the geometric 
quotient of 67 by PGL(n) is our coarse moduli scheme. 
PROPOSITION 6. There exists the geometric quotient of F by PGL(n). 
ProoJ: If there are the geometric quotients q/PGL(n) of f?j by PGL(n) 
for i = l,..., r, then by Proposition 5, (%,IpWn)) X2“‘PGL(n) *** 
X,pc,,n,(%/PG’+)) must be the geometric quotient of g. So we have only 
to show the existence of the geometric quotient of q by PGL(n) for each i. 
By the Plucker embedding, 6 is considered as a closed subscheme of 
p(Ad 8/r’“), where 3’ is the kernel of c* : si -+ &. The equation 
p;(/‘ld &-7 2d) =,u*(Ad @/Tzd) induces an action on Ip(A\” @/3’“) 
which is compatible with the action on 6. By [4], it suffices to show that 
any closed point of lP(Ad e/3’“) is properly stable. This follows 
immediately from Corollary 2. 
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4. VERIFICATION 
In this section we will show that the geometric quotient @?/PGL(n) is our 
required moduli scheme of the theorem. 
PROPOSITION 7. There exists a natural -morphism of jiinctors @: h d + 
&f 
ProoJ For the simplification of notation we prove the case r = 1. The 
case r > 1 will follow easily. We will drop the subscript 1. Definition of 8 
leads us to the canonical injection 9,: Spec b-+ % satisfying that for any 
point p of Spec 8, a, induces an isomorphism between &Pspec8zp and BI,,@,. 
By the diagram &z$$, we get the diagram zz! Spec d where 6 is a 
section of il and equations Z7 . a, = ir, C = a, o 0 hold. To construct @, it 
suffices to determine the image of id, E hg(g) in A$~(@?)). We have two 
kinds of families on 6; one is r= % xxd &?,’ d which is the pull-back 
family of %-zfx by w: E? -A@, and the other is the universal dominated 
family c” c fl@ eF. By the latter we obtain a family Spec c” on g such that 
the diagram 
restriction h’ of h on (Spec 8) x d - (5 x l,)(a) is an isomorphism to 
(Spec @) ;a(&?). Recall that there is the canonical injection 
9’: (Spec 0’) -5(z) 4 & -C(z) which is the restriction of rp, then we 
h_ave the canonical- injection (D’ x 1 g : (Spec 8) x d - (8 x 1 g)(&5) + 
Z-.E’(i!?). Patching Z-c’(a) and Spec B by ((p’ x 1 g) oh’-] we get a 
local ringed space (Z, 4). We claim that (Z, &) is a k-scheme which is of 
finite type over 6. By the construction of Z, there is a map y: r+ Z of ringed 
spaces which is an isomorphism on the outside of the section and the 
induced homomorphism y*: 4 -+ br is the canonical inclusion. Let t? be an 
affine open subset of r and U be the open subset of Z corresponding to 0. 
Denote the rings of sections Z(o, &), Z(U, @r), Z’(ZZ’(q), 0,) by R, R, S 
respectively. Note that ZZ’(@ is open in 6, since ZZ’ is smooth and so an 
open map. We will show that R is of finite type over S and UN Spec R. We 
may assume that 0 intersects the section C’(ZZ’(o)). Denote Z’(fl, Ker C’ *) 
by I, then Z2d c R by the proof of Proposition 2 of [3]. Then Z? is integral 
over R, because i?- Z @ S by the diagram S F’tg:: Z?. Since R is of finite type 
over S, it follows that R is of finite type by [6, Chap. III, no 12, lemme lo]. 
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Next, for a point 2 of 0, let 9 be a prime idea in R defining .? and x E U be 
the image of X by y. In order to show that U z Spec R, it suffices to show 
that b,,, = R9,,. We may assume that X is on the section. It is clear that 
the right-hand side is contained in the left. For the converse, if we take an 
element fE @U,X, then f is represented by c/d, where c, d E g and d is a unit 
of R. The image of d in E9/19 is also a unit. Noticing that E/1 = S and - 
RYIIY = @,,n ‘(~7 >we see that there exists a function g E S such that the 
images of d in S, =-EJZg and in i?JIid are units and thatfE Rg. Then there 
is a function h E R and an integer s > 0 so that (h/g”)d = 1 modulo 1:“. 
Since Zi” c R, and g E S, hd is contained in R, nR. Now hc =fhd is 
contained in R, n i?. Hence f = hc/hd is contained in (R, CT &)9 aR, M so a . . . fortiori m RgM. Consequently we get a k-scheme r of linite type over g 
and a commutative diagram 
If we set u =,y 0 C’, then it is easy to verify that this diagram is an element 
of J,,,(K). If we let id, correspond to this element, then this completes the 
proof of Proposition 7. 
Henceforth we will omit the subscripts g, d,, d, ,..., d, of dg,d ,,..., d,’ The 
action j: PGL(n) x d + & induces an action p: hPGLCn) x hd+ hd of 
functors. Define J’(S) to be the quotient h&S)/h,,,JS) for a reduced 
Noetherian k-scheme S. Then A’ is a contravariant functor and @ factors 
as follows; hg +@‘.M’ +‘.A 
PROPOSITION 8. (i) I is injective, (ii) for any a EM(s), there exists an 
open covering { Ui} of S and a collection {ai) of elements 01~ E A’(UJ such 
that a Iu, = z(aJ for any i. 
ProoJ (i) For a, /3 E h,(S), assume @(a) = @(/I) in J(S). Then a, /3 
induce families of non-singular curves of genus g on S; 
respectively, and subalgebras Bi c a *@8,, @; c j?*t,~*@ of colength di for 
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each i = 1, 2,..., I, respectively. By the assumption there exist isomorphisms 
g: r-t p and gf : p*w*# 2 a*y/*8i which corresponds a subring 8; to a 
subring 4 for each i. By Proposition 5.2 of [4], the S-isomorphism g can be 
extended to an automorphism of I?” x S, and this shows that @‘(a) = @‘(/I) 
in M’(S). 
(ii) An element a EM(S) is an isomorphism class of a diagram 
r 
Y GJ 
I\ 
(j = 1, 2,..., r) over S. n 
By Proposition 5.2 of [4] there exists a covering {Vi} of S such that the 
family F],, 2: Ui comes from hdU,) and r]“,~ zj Vi defines a dominated 
family ej c ~j @@,@, for each j = 1,2,..., r. These dominated families on 
Vi determine an element of hg(Ui). Q.E.D. 
By the above propositions we get the canonical bijection of sets, 
Hom(M, hN) -{fE Hom(d, N)]f 0 p2 =f ofi}, for any reduced Noetherian 
k-scheme N. If we put N= 6/PGL(n) in the above bijection, then we get a 
natural morphism of functors q:J-+ hdlPGLC,,) corresponding to the natural 
surjection w: d + 6/PGL(n). We can check that (6/PGL(n), v) is the 
coarse moduli for J by the same argument as Proposition 5.4 of [4]. 
PROPOSITION 9. K/PGL(n) is reduced, connected and quasi-projective 
over k. 
ProoJ Since te+(&/R) is a locally trivial fibre space with the fibre 
terdi(k[ x] 1) on d”t”, the proposition follows. 
Remark 3. We already have coarse moduli schemes not only of non- 
singular curves of given genus but also of polarized Abelian varieties and of 
polarized K3-surfaces by means of algebraic construction. The moduli 
scheme of unibranch equisingular such objects can be constructed by the 
same way as this articles. 
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